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Abstract

Techniques for blind separation of mixed speech signals (co-channel speech) have been recently reported in the literature. One computationally simple method for linear mixtures (suitable for real-time separation), employs a gradient search algorithm to maximize kurtosis of the outputs (hopefully separated speech signals). In this paper, we report the results of an enhancement to the algorithm which involves a normalization to the correction matrix used in the update of the separation matrix. Simulation results (using the TIMIT speech corpus) generally indicate improved (sometimes significantly) separation quality, a higher probability in producing distinct source outputs, and robustness in noisy cases.

1. Introduction

In many audio-interface, multimedia, and speech recognition applications, mixtures of speech signals from various competing speakers must be separated out before processing [1]. Given the complicated nature of speech signals this is a difficult problem compounded by environmental effects such as noise and reverberation and a strong desire for a simple algorithm suitable for real-time operation. Several methods have been proposed some of which have shown moderate success but often at the expense of high computational complexity [2],[3].

The basic problem is illustrated in Fig. 1. As a first step, we assume two unknown speech source signals, $s_1$ and $s_2$ are mixed in a linear fashion to produce two mixture signals $x_1$ and $x_2$. (Certainly the more realistic mixing model is convolutional but this more difficult to separate and to our knowledge, still an open problem. It is hoped good algorithms for source separation of linear mixtures can lead to methods for separation of convolutional mixtures.) Thus given $x_1$ and $x_2$ and no further information, we wish to produce $y_1$ and $y_2$ which approximate $s_1$ and $s_2$. Such a problem formulation is referred as the “blind source separation” problem. The problem is illustrated in a more convenient form in Fig. 2 where $A(n)$ is the unknown, possibly time-varying, $2 \times 2$ mixing matrix composed of scalar elements. In this case we have

$$x(n) = A(n)s(n)$$ (1)

where

$$s(n) = \begin{bmatrix} s_1(n) & s_2(n) \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

$$x(n) = \begin{bmatrix} x_1(n) & x_2(n) \end{bmatrix}^T$$ (2)

are the vectors of source, mixture signals respectively. The objective is to determine a separation matrix, $W(n)$ such that

$$y(n) = W(n)x(n)$$ (3)

where

$$y(n) = \begin{bmatrix} y_1(n) & y_2(n) \end{bmatrix}^T$$ (4)
2. Kurtosis-Based Speech Separation Algorithm

One previously reported method for separation of linear mixtures which is suitable for real-time applications is based on the fundamental assumption that linear mixtures of speech signals have a kurtosis, defined as

$$\kappa_x \equiv \frac{E [x^4]}{[E [x^2]]^2},$$

less than that for either source [4]. Under this assumption, a simple and computationally inexpensive gradient ascent algorithm, is employed to maximize kurtosis thereby separating the source speech signals from the mixture. The idea is expressed as

$$W(n+1) = W(n) + \mu \nabla \kappa_y$$

$$= W(n) + \mu \left[ \begin{array}{c} \frac{\partial \kappa_{y1}}{\partial W_{11}} \\ \frac{\partial \kappa_{y1}}{\partial W_{12}} \\ \frac{\partial \kappa_{y2}}{\partial W_{21}} \\ \frac{\partial \kappa_{y2}}{\partial W_{22}} \end{array} \right]$$

$$= W(n) + \mu C(n)$$

(6)

where $\mu$ is the step size, $\nabla \kappa_y$ is the gradient of the kurtosis of the output signals with respect to the elements of the separation matrix, and $C(n)$ is the correction matrix used in the update rule. Statistical expectations in the correction matrix are approximated by instantaneous or auto-regressive (AR) estimators. The Kurtosis Maximization Algorithm (KMA) which implements (6) is listed in Fig. 3. Finally, we note that the fundamental assumption has been found to be generally true for long speech signals and a recent study of the validity of this assumption has also found it to be generally true over short windows ($\approx 0.5$s in duration) of speech [5].

In simulations, the quality of separation can be measured by examining how close the product matrix $WA$ is to being diagonal or anti-diagonal. This measure simply examines the ratio of the largest element to smallest element of each row and is equivalent to measuring the power of the desired source to that of the undesired source or the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). Informal listening evaluations indicate a separation ratio of 20dB or higher produces a fairly distinct source output. Duplicate (same) source outputs manifest themselves in product matrices which have the larger elements in the same column and thus negative SIRs. Finally, SIRs near 0dB indicate no real source separation has occurred.

In this paper, we report the results of a normalized version of KMA for speech separation. Specifically, we examine two normalizers of the correction matrix $C(n)$: 1) $\ell_2$ norm and 2) Frobenius norm. Our results generally indicate both normalized algorithms improved (sometimes significantly) separation quality, probability of producing distinct and separate source outputs, and robustness in noisy cases. In addition, convergence speed appears to improve as well.

3. Normalizing the HOS-Based Speech Separation Algorithm

In practice, KMA often produces large, unnatural amplitude variations in the separated speech output signals. Analysis of these variations leads to the observation that the correction matrix, $C(n)$ often changes by “large” amounts. We therefore consider two normalizations of the correction matrix. The first employs an $\ell_2$ normalization

$$W(n+1) = W(n) + \frac{\tilde{\mu}}{||C(n)||_2} C(n)$$

(7)

where $\tilde{\mu}$ is the normalized step size and

$$||C(n)||_2 = \left( \max \{ \text{eigenvalue} [C(n)C^T(n)] \} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}$$

(8)

The second normalization employs a Frobenius norm

$$W(n+1) = W(n) + \frac{\tilde{\mu}}{||C(n)||_F} C(n)$$

(9)
initialized to synthesizing mixture signals. The separation matrix was chosen at random and used for synthesizing mixture signals. The separation matrix was initialized to

\[ \mathbf{W}(0) = \begin{bmatrix} 1.0 & 0.1 \\ 0.1 & -1.0 \end{bmatrix}, \tag{11} \]

The latter norm is investigated due to its simpler implementation.

Simulations with both unnormalized and normalized KMA were conducted using 50 pairs of speech signals (each 10s in duration) from the TIMIT speech corpus [6]. A single mixing matrix, \( \mathbf{A} \) was chosen at random and used for synthesizing mixture signals. The separation matrix was initialized to

\[ \| \mathbf{C}(n) \|_F = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{L} \sum_{j=1}^{L} |C_{ij}(n)|^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}. \tag{10} \]

The following four observations were made: 1) large, unnatural amplitude variations were reduced (informal listening tests) in the normalized cases, 2) separation ratios of the strongest separated source were comparable in all algorithms, 3) separation ratios of the second separated source were much higher in the normalized cases, i.e. two distinct and fully separated source outputs, and 4) at a 16kHz sampling rate, convergence was informally observed to be faster in the normalized cases (4 seconds, typical) than in the unnormalized case (8 seconds, typical).

Simulation results are summarized in Table 1. We note that the Mean SIR is computed by ensemble-averaging the separation ratios (ratio of row elements in product matrix, \( \mathbf{WA} \)) for the experiments. The result is then time-averaged over the duration of the simulation. Clearly if the algorithm converges quickly and has a high SIR, the Mean SIR will be high. Conversely, if the algorithm converges slowly and/or has a low SIR, the Mean SIR will be low. In addition, metrics regarding distinct sources are computed by examining the percentage of experiments where the Mean SIR for both sources exceeds 20dB. Figs. 4-6 illustrate learning curves for each algorithm for a particular experiment (same speech signals).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean SIR (dB)</th>
<th>% Experiments w/ Distinct Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unnormalized</td>
<td>35, 5</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized-(L_2)</td>
<td>38, 26</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized-Fro</td>
<td>37, 25</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Normalized KMA: A Possible Solution to the Duplicate Source Output Problem

As noted in the original work involving unnormalized KMA for speech separation, duplicate source outputs were observed quite frequently [4]. It was assumed that some method of residual signal processing using the mixture signals and the separated source resulting from KMA could separate out the other remaining source. From the previous section, we find that experiments which use the normalized KMA usually produce distinct sources thus eliminating the need for further residual processing. In this section, we explore how the normalization of the correction matrix and initialization of the separation matrix can more frequently lead to distinct source outputs.

In the separation equation given in (3), for each output signal we linearly combine two mixture signals so that one of the sources is eliminated. This results in a scaled version of a speech source described mathematically as

\[ y_i(n) = W_{ij}x_1(n) + W_{ij}x_2(n). \tag{12} \]

Again the goal of the algorithm is to maximize the kurtosis of \( y_i \). Fig. 7 contains a plot of the output kurtosis, \( \kappa_{y_i} \) versus \( W_{ij} \) and \( W_{ij} \) (we choose a small range of \( W_{ij} \) for convenience) for a sample speech mixture. From the plot, we note the following:

- There are two “kurtosis ridges” each representing maximum kurtosis for a particular source output, i.e. for one set of \((W_{ij}, W_{ij})\) pairs we obtain one source, for another set of \((W_{ij}, W_{ij})\) pairs we obtain the other source.
- Formation of the ridges is due to the fact that the kurtosis measure is “scale invariant” thus if any one pair \((W_{ij}, W_{ij})\) maximizes kurtosis, then all pairs of the form \((cW_{ij}, cW_{ij})\) where \( c \) is a constant will also maximize kurtosis.
- At the \((0, 0)\) pair the output signal, according to (12), is zero and thus no kurtosis.
- Kurtosis ridges always intersect at the \((0, 0)\) pair and are never co-linear since we assume the mixing matrix is nonsingular, i.e. each mixture has different proportions of source speech signals.

The goal in the gradient search of (6) is to find two pairs \((W_{11}, W_{12})\) and \((W_{21}, W_{22})\) which lead to the top of each ridge (distinct source outputs) but not to the top of the same ridge (duplicate source outputs). In order to achieve this goal we must:

1. Initialize each pair so that they “point” to different kurtosis ridges and search in the correct direction.
2. Constrain corrections to the pair so that a “jump” from one ridge to another is not possible.

Since the kurtosis ridges intersect at (0, 0) and are assumed to not be co-linear, we initialize the two pairs to be orthogonal as in (11). Simulations using a variety of pairs (including non-orthogonal pairs), supports the use of this initialization strategy. The normalizations in (7) and (9) help us achieve our search goal by preventing jumps from one ridge to another.

5. Robustness of Normalized Speech Separation Algorithm to Additive Noise

In many applications, additive noise in the mixture signals can reduce the effectiveness of the speech separation algorithms. In this section, we evaluate speech separation using KMA under additive zero-mean, white, Gaussian noise,

\[ v(n) = \begin{bmatrix} v_1(n) \\ v_2(n) \end{bmatrix} \]

with

\[ x(n) = A(n)s(n) + v(n). \quad (13) \]

Simulations were conducted as in Section 3 with noise added to the mixture to achieve desired SNRs. Mean SIRs are computed as described in Section 3 and results are listed in Table 2. We note all algorithms can separate out at least one source under noisy conditions (except at 0dB SNR). In addition, the normalized algorithms can also separate out the other sources at SNRs above 40dB.

Table 2. Speech Separation (Noisy Case) Measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mixture-to-Noise Ratio (dB)</th>
<th>Mean SIR (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unnormalized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>36, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>35, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>22, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>12, -9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized-ℓ₂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>38, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>29, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>19, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized-Frobenius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>37, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>31, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>19, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5, 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a new normalized HOS-based speech separation algorithm. Both ℓ₂- and Frobenius-normalization of the correction term provide distinct advantages over their unnormalized predecessors including 1) reduction in unnatural amplitude variations in the separated output signals, 2) higher probability of distinct, separated source outputs, 3) better separation in the presence of noise, and 4) apparently faster convergence.
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Figure 4. Learning curve for speech separation (unnormalized KMA).

Figure 5. Learning curve for speech separation ($\ell_2$-normalized KMA).

Figure 6. Learning curve for speech separation (Frobenius-normalized KMA).

Figure 7. Output kurtosis versus separation parameters.